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Who we are and our culture:

Why change your Software?
Running an institutional quality asset wealth
management or Financial Services business
requires far more planning and strategic
thought than ever before.
Of growing focus for senior management, is
the pivotal role a firm’s software and system
architecture plays, in enabling the firm to
achieve scale, whilst meeting the growing
technical demands of compliance and
compliance monitoring, as well as minimise
other operational risks.

Benefits
The benefits of change can
often be clearly identified:
decreased IT and maintenance
costs, lower staff overheads,
improved product innovation
and greater operational control
and compliance.
However, realising the benefits of
change comes down to
effective delivery.

APS Delivery
•

Strategic reviews and roadmaps: Working with you
to identify your strategic goals and planning these
against other critical deliveries in your organisation.

•

Governance: Implementing simple robust
governance across your organisation.

•

Business Impact Assessments: Produce a business
impact assessment on the proposed change.

•

Business Case: Produce a business case for the
change which includes the benefits of the
changes and assigned business owners from each
benefit.

•

Target Operating Model (TOM): We document the
current TOM and work with the client on the future
proposed TOM.

•

Resource: We provide expert change resources to
support your organisation with the delivery
throughout the project phases.

Redefining Consultancy Services — •
A sector catalyst with a trusted network of
professionals

Training requirements: Identify and plan your
training requirements.

What can we offer?
At APS we phase our approach. Having such a big change to your organisation presents
significant challenges and phasing this helps us embed the proposed delivery.
We tailor each delivery, as a universal solution isn’t always the answer, and following this
approach allows the necessary time to gather requirements from all relevant Stakeholders to
tailor the delivery.

How do you benefit?

aps
About APS
Redefining Consultancy Services —A sector catalyst with a trusted network of professionals.

Our Purpose: We believe consulting needs to be redefined to enable digital transformation. As a sector catalyst within Wealth & Asset
Management we bring more value to our clients and partners, underpinned by a trusted network of professional consultants.

Our Approach: We pride ourselves on delivering projects on time, budget and quality expected in a rapidly changing landscape. Our vision is
to become a trusted partner within the Industry who organisations can rely on to deliver. We work in partnership with our clients, providing
them with the services they require at commercial terms demonstrating value for money.

Privately owned and UK-based, with the Head Office in London and Operations in Southampton.
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